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Thisreportdescribesthephysicalrequirementsofthe.fivemostcommonly
used subbase materials ând suggestì how these materials may be used

most effectiv"ty iot vatyi"g trailic conditions' Minimum thicknesses of

subbases for nãttr 
-rigiO 

änà' fiexible pavements are obtained by use of a
combination of-f-uuine", potential vôrtical rise, and conventional pave-

ment thickness ãesign *uiito¿s. The problem of treating soils that have

high volume cnangãs"at great depths is discussed, and its solution is used

to*remedy the subbase pioblem. Examples forboth rigid and flexible pave-

ments u,'u pr*""rrted, as is a procedurê for determining the desired mois-

ture contents of sweíling soils at various depths below the pavement'

¡$uBBASE has many connotations even for expert-p-avement designers' For instance,

subbase might be construed to refer to a stabiiized-Iayer,existing below any one of the

ioito*i'g tyles of pavements: portland cement concrete (pCC), asphalt concrete, or

untreated flexible base. sometimes materials are imported for a subbase, and some-

times existing materials are stabilized that may servè as a subbase for another higher

type of subbaãe placed above it. In other cases, one may find a stabilized subgrade

below all types of these subbases.-lfr" 
Oesign of subbases that will be relatively free from pumping presents quite.a

chailenge. 
"The qualities of subbase materials, their position in the structure, and

drainageconditionsallhaveaninfluenceonpumping.Althoughnooneclaimstoknow
all of the ansrvers to ihe su¡¡ase problem, it seêmi appropriate to try to define the

proper use and placement of these materials'
This paper divides the five most commonly used types of subbases into four grades

and establistres quaUlyieJ reqoi"ements for each grCde to ensure prope-r use of these

materials. The types are untrãated ftexible base materials and materials treated with

asphalt, lime, and ""*ã"t. 
This paper also propos-es a method for designing the thick-

ness of subbases. The method for ¿èterminlng tirictness of the subbase below PCC

shows that the,r"" oi"tt¡ilized materials for á subbase can reduce the thickness of

both the subbase and the Pcc. Inasmucf as this part of the- procedure involves calcu-

lation of the potentiu-"ã"iiã"i "i"ã 
(pvn), which is caused by sweliing soils, much of

ii;üp"t"" is devoted to the procedure used and to how the data can be used as an aid

in determining whicrr i;y"t å; 1uy""t need to have their swelling characteristics modi-

fied. Many suggestions and methods are presented for diminishing pavement roughness

caused ¡y ä votùme change of the subgrade'
The five most commonly used materials for subbases and their positions in the pave-

ment structure rrave båenãrrangeo into four grades to facilitate solving the problem

i't"¡rã"ii. 
- 
ite-ããsire¿ minimum physical cñaracteristics of the various materials

used for a subþase are further e:çiainea in the foltowing comments.

The abitity of these five types ôf materials to serve satisfactorily as subbases de-

p".,ã" or the ira.ffic u"¿ trr" pliysicat characteristics of the materiaLs used' Untreated

flexible base materials shouild-not be e4pected to serve as a good subbase when placed
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immediately below stiff pavements that are expected to carry heavy iraffic; however,
they or granular materials will serve satisfactorily when ptacea betäw grade l, 2,
or 3 subbases. For untreated flexibie base materials to ãerve satisfacîoriiy as graOe
2 subbase, the materials should conform to type A grades 1 or 2 of the le"xas Stan-
dard specifications (1). In addition, the -No. 4-0 matãriai should not contain more
than 25 percent of -0.005-mm sizes nor more than 55 percent of sizes passing the
No. 200 sieve.

Black base meeting grades t, 2, or 3 of Texas test method Tex-126-E (2) will mate
a satisfactory subbase for all grades; however, its use for grades 3 and 4 iE unhkely
because of their high cost.

Soil-cement can be used for most any grade of subbase provided a high strength
Iminimum =7-day compressive strength of 650 psi (+4eZ tpa)] is usedîhere hãavy
traffic is anticipated. Because of the costs, it is not recommended as a sublayer bälow
other layers of subbase grades 1, 2, and S.

Lime stabilization is not recommended for a subbase immediately below stiff stab
pavements intended t9 cally heavy traffic, but it does serve well for support layers for
grades L, 2, 3, and4. If time stabilizationis to serve satisfactority asägradä 2 sub-
base, traffic should. 19^t be hpavy, and the mixture should have a minimum õompressive
stre.ngth of 100 psi (690 kPa) a^fter 18 days of moist curing (2). Lesser strengtñs for
similar curing periods for grades B and 4 are given.

Soil-asphalt may make a satisfactory subbase for either grade 1 or 2. It is not
recommended for grades 3 and 4 because of problems encountered in aeration of vol-
atiles and moisture from sublayer.. In fact, soil-asphalt is not recommended at all in
high rainfall areas [>35 in. (eS cm)/year] because o^t ttis same problem. Minimum
unconfined compressive strength should be obtained in accordanðe with the procedures
given elsewtrere (4).

Ordinarily theTop of subbase will be located from 4 to 14 in. ( tO.z to 35.6 cm) below
the pavement surface depending on the subgrade, the amount of traffic anticipated, and
the type of pavement to be constructed. The thickness of subbase will usua-llv var'v from
4to L4 in. (10.2 to Bb.6 cm) for rigid pavements and 4to 2E in. (10.2 to 6t.t;-i ío;
flexible pavements depending on traffic, type of subgrade, and grade of subbase ma-
terial to be used. Subbases constructed of grades 1 and 2 subbàse materials will nrob-
ably vary from a minimum of 4 in. (tO.Z cm) for asphalt mixes and 6 in. ( 1b.2 cr¡r) for
cement and lime mixbures to as much as B in. ( Zo.¡ cm). The thickness of subbase used
below the PCC may be determined as indicated in the following section. The wide va-
riety of materials used in the design of flexible pavements make it difficuit to establish
a definite procedure for subbase thickness design; however, best results may be ob-
tained by a procedure (6) used with the techniquã discussed later in examples 1 anO 2.

PROCEDURE FOR DETERMiNING SUBBASE TFIICKNESSES

The following steps are for determining subbase thicknesses. Steps 1 through g are
for PCC; steps 10 through 16 are for flexible pavements.

1. Determine the design value number (OVW) from Table 2.
2' Determine the PVR by using Figures 1 and 2 (use procedure and example 1 dis-

cussed later). ff the PVR is excessivã, consider the treàtment needed to reduce it.3. From Figure 3 determine total depth of subbase for materials with low tensile
strengths by entering the DVN on the abscissa.

4. Determine modified_tensile strength of the subbase material by multiplying tensile
strength by St from Table 3. Enter modified tensile value and total iubbase aipti plus
depth of PCC [usually averages 10 in. (25.4 cm)1 on Figure 4 and read the redüctiön
depth.

5. on Figure 3, enter depth from step 3 minus reduction depth from step 4.6. On Figure 3, project points from steps 3 and 5 vertically to the pVR curve for
the value found in step 2. Then project them horizontally to the K-values extrlected for
the untreated and stabilized materials.



Table 1. Grades and types of subbases.

Mate¡ials Used

Uses of Subbases Untreated Flexible Base Black Base
Cement Lime
stabilization Stabilization Soil-Âsphalt

Directly mder still or slab bases
carrying heaw traflic'

Same as g¡ade 1 bùt Ior Ughte¡ tralJic

Under ut¡eated llqible base or uder
grade 1 Ðd 2 subbases Io¡ all types
of trailic

Under grade 1, 2, or 3 subbases for all
types oI traflic'

Not recommeoded fo¡ use Grades 1, 2, or 3

directly belo{ slab be-
cÐse ol pmping

Typ€ A, grades 1 or 2 Grades 1, 2, o¡ 3

Select g¡mular materiatb Nol likely

Select grmula¡ materiath Not recommended

650 psi

450 psi

450 psi

Not recom-
mended

Not recom-
mended
because of
pumping

100 psi

tO psi

35 psi, not rec-
ommended in
areas oI high
rainlall

35 psi, not ¡ec-
ommetrded itr
areas oi high
rainfall

Not recommended

Not recommendedDeep plow,
40 psi

Note: 1 ps¡ = 6.89 kPa.

'Over 2 m¡ll¡on equivalent l8.kip (Bo.kPa) s¡ngle axle loðd appl¡calims
blmpêrmeable types of granulår or flexible bâse môteriâls.

'Usally usd to âdd súength to deep soft so¡ls or to reduce volume changes ol subqrade

Table 2. Correlation of CBR,
triaxial, R-value, and design value
numbers,

Figure 1, Pl versus volumetric change'

Design
value

'IriuiaL R-Value Number

6.581
5.? 13 1.5
5.0 25 2.8
4.1 31 3.6
4.5 35 4.0
4-3 38 4.4
4.2 41 4.8
4.t 43 5.1
4.0 45 5.4
3.9 47 5.8
3.6 55 ?.0
3.4 60 8.0
3.3 65 9.0
3,2 6B 9.8
3.15 69 10.0
3.0 12 10.?
2.5 ?5 11.6

10
15
20

lso
r31

40

Uz
I
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l
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Note: lf no strength test values are avâilable and if the
subgrade conlaìns over 70 frcent soìl binder I No. 40
mesh) and ¡s not extremely h¡gh in organic matter, the
soi¡ constants may be used for eÍ¡mâting the design

value number by refer¡ìng to the following labìe:

Plastic¡ty Oesign

lndex Value
Rans Number

0 ro 12 5.5
13 to 30 3.0
31 tô 50 1.5

)50 1.0

Admittedly thß PI åpproåch ¡s conseruative, ând it is

polsìble that some of the ¿bove design value numbers
could be increå*d as much ås 50 percent ¡f strenglh
t6ts wre also pertormed. lt ¡s not safe to ô$ume,
howder, that wìlhdt any frength tests this much
incre¿e in desÌgn value iswârranted.

r=E¡ærimenlol Pdôls ore for Tesls Run ol Oplifi
.=Ex;erimenlol Ponls ore for Tesis Run on Soils

sl .2LL + 9
.. Theorellcol Poinls

ll
Su.chorqe = I ps¡



Determinat¡on of potentíal vertical rise.
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Figure 3. K-values for all compactible subqrades.
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Table 3. Tensile strength
mod¡f¡cation factors.

S! Factor

Fo. Asphalt
Subbase For Cement Surface
Thickness md Lime Cou¡ses md
(i¡.) Stabilizatio¡ Tleatmeûts

Figure 4. Reduction chart for pavement thickness.
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5

6
'1

>8

ruore: t in. =i:È.4 mm.

Figure 5. Design chart for jointed concrete pavement w¡th unprotected corner'
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1.6

3.8
4-0

NOTE: OESIGN ÍHICKNESSES ARE USUALLY ROUNDEO OFF fO A FIÀL I¡¿CH , I
ai aouruor¡¡c upwÀRo To rHE NExr FULL lNcH wHEN THE THlcKNEss ls l¡¡ Lxomple I

õnE¡rea rx¡u oNE FOURTH INCH ¡.., lF a rHlcxNEss 0F 9 3/8 INCHES lS
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7. Enter K-values in Figure 5 to determine how much stabilization decreases
thickness of the concrete slab.

8. Make total subbase thickness the depth from step 3 minus reduction from step 4.
The upper 4 to 8 in. (tO.Z to 20.3 cm) should consist of þrade 1 or 2 subbases for heavy
traffic and light tra-ffic respectively. The remainder of the subbase could consist of
grades 3 or 4.

9. Determine the number of inches of nonstructural lime soil by the formula

X-Y+18-Z

where

X = depth in inches of soil to be treated to prevent excessive pVR,
Y = depth in inches of conventionaL or semiconventional lime-stabilized soil subbase,

and,

. Z = depth of base and subbase consisting of PCCor hot-mixed asphait concrete
( HVtaC), black base, or granular flexible base materials.

10. Use steps \, 2, and 3 given above for pCC.
11. Determine modified tensile strength of base and subbase materials by multiply-

ing tensile strength by S. value in Table 3.
L2. Enter total depth of subbase (from step 3) and maximum modified tensile

strength (step 11) on Figure 4 ænd, at their intersection, read the reduction.
13. Subtract the value in step 12 from the value in step 3. This depth may consist

of severa.L layers of different materials, usually grades L and,2 (fa¡te t).
14. Determine minimum thickness of surfacing and total depth of flexible pave-

ments (6).
15. fvtake the thickness of grade 3 or 4 subbases equal to the total thickness (step 14)

minus the minimum surface thickness (step 14) Iess the thickness of subbase (step if).
16. Use step 9.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

No attempt is made in this paper to design the thickness and other details relative to
PCC. The approach used is based on the assumption that most roads and streets carry-
ing medium to heavy traffic will require an average slab thickness of 10 in. (Z¡.4 cm).
Therefore, an average thickness of 10 in. (ZS.+ cm) is used in the following examples.
The basic reasoning in regard to roads and streets is that, if support and volume change
characteristics are provided for properly, the thickness of PCC slabs wilt not be of
major concern. The design for extremely heavy loads such as airport runways is an-
other matter and should be investigated more thoroughly.

Two examples are presented; each has two parts: rigid or PCCpavements and flex-
ible pavements. Example 1 covers a swelling soil. Many examples could have been
presented involving thinner sectigr-rs, but these could be easily solved by using Figure 3,
Table 1, and another procedure (6). Many other examples involving the use õt otire"
materials such as soil-cement coild have been presented, but they would be solved in
the same manner. Other examples involve high amounts of volume change, where pond-
ing and liming of the subgrade are needed, but discussion of these would complicate the
examples, and therefore the ponding procedure is discussed separately.

Example 1

The type of facility in example 1 is a four-lane highway that carries heavy traTfic. The
conditions and requirements are given in Table 4.
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Table 4. Conditions and requirements for example 1 and

example 2.

Exmple I Þ<anìPle 2

Value VÀIue

Averæe ol l0 heaviest wheel toads, lbf
Numbo of equivatent l8-ldp single-ule load

applications during life
Avãrage daity traffic, vehicles in both directions
Average Ðnual rainfall, in.
Subgrade

DVN
Ptasticity index"
Liquid limit'
Avèrage soll uoisture conditions (see Fig 4)

Subbase
Cohesiometer value lor HMAC
Tensile stretrgth oI Ume-stabilized subgrade, psi

16,000

6,000,000 8,000,000
20,000 40,000
30 3s

'.8,000

3

30
51

250
l0

42
60

200
15

I

.l

Note: 1 lbf = 4.4 N. 18 kip = 80 kN, 1 in. = 2

'For upper 1 5.lt 14.6.m) tayer underlaid with rækY, nonswelling soils.

Solutions for Rigid Pavements

1. Determination of potential vertical rise (pVn)

a, Enter a PIor.42 onthe abscissaof Figure 1. For average moisture condi-

tions, read 9 percent volumetric swell on ordinate. The percentage of free

swell = 9 x 1.07 +2.6 =12.2.
b. Enter on abscissa of Figure 2, 1.5 psi(10.4 kpa) for pavement load and 13 psi

(fs + r.fo) (sg.o kpa) for load of swelting soil layer'
c. Project these points upward until they intersect the 12 percent volumetric

curve line and read 0.-8 and 2.8 0n the ordinate. The difference in these

values teaves a PVR value of 2 in' (S't cm)'

2. Reduction of PVR by deep limewater treatment

a, Scarify a 3-ft (0.91-m) layer and appty approximately 3 percent lime, based

on drY weight of the soil.
b. Mix lime and an excess of water into the soil several times with plows and

scarifiers.Ifenoughwaterisusedeachtime,itisassumedth.lt,|h9top
i ftlrt:6-ñ of the uátreated base soil wiil be preswelled' [Two ft (0.6 m) of
penetration of water is the maximum that shoùtO be allowed for swelling soils

ãna only f ti(0.¡ m) of qenetration should be allowed for stiff, 9ummY, highiy

impermeable A-6 soils.l
c.EnterontheabscissaofFigure2thesurchargeweightofpavementandsub-

base plus weight of treatedlayer plus weight of.preswelled layer [1.5 + 3 +

2 + 1.1b = b.gË psi (40b tpa)1. eitire intersectionwiththe 12 percent volume

change 
"o"rrã, 

ià"¿ " 
PVR oi 2.0 on ordinate. Subtracting this value from

2.8 leaves a iVn of 0.8 in. (2.0 cm), which is fairly satisfactory.
d. T?eat the top layer of the lime-modified soil with additional lime to form a

conventionaf [me-stabili zed. Layer capable of supporting a layer of HMAC.

3. Modification of tensile strengths of subbase materials

a. Modified tensile strength of HMAC = 200 x 1.0 [for 3-in. (?.6-cm) layer] +

45.36 = 4.4 psi (eo.¿ tpa). Â Fã r^ _r^.^ ¡
b. Modified teñsiie strength for lime-stabilized subgrade = 15 x 2 [St factor for

;B-i;. (io.¡-c'") iaveiJ = 30 psi (zoz tpa).

4. Determination of subbase thicknesses and K-values

à. Enter a DVN of 2.2 onthe abscissa of Figure 3 and project it upward to read
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a thickness of 21.b in. (54.6 cm) on other abscissa.
b. Continue upward projection until the curving line for 2-in. (5.1-cm) pvn is

intersected. Then, project it horizontalìy to read a K-value of g0 on the
ordinate.

c. On Figure 4, enter the maximum tensile strength of 30 psi (ZOZ hpa) on the
abscissa and 31.5 in. (tO + 21.5) (80 cm) on the ordinate and, at their inter-
section, read a reduction of 12 in. (SO.S cm).

d. Enter a subbase depth of g.b in. (Zt.¡ - tÐ (Z4L cm) on the abscissa of Figure
1 and project it upward untiL the curved line for 2-in. (5.1-cm) pVn is inter-
sected. Then project it horizontally to read a corrected K-value of 400 on
ordinate.

e. Enter on Figure 5 stress in concrete, K-va-Lues for lime-treated and untreated
subgrades, wheel load, and modulus E of concrete. The concrete slab can be
approximately 1in. (Z.O cm) less thickwhenthe subgrade is stabitizeá (Ð.

In summary, a sectionwould consist of approximately 10 in. (2b.4 cm) of pCC. 2.b in.(0.¿ cm) of asphalt concrete or black basô^(suitabrá rã" eräàu ìi ;; t i".-tiãje .*l 
"fconventional lime stabilization (suitable for grade 3). AII th"ee'materials total 1g.b in.(¿g.s cm). This would be underlaid with 34.6 in: (8t.6 

"-l-åt au"p-ptow, Iime-modified
soil for volume change reduction and would not count as part of thã iavement structure.
The lime treatment eliminates a severe swelling problem, reduces the thickness of sub-
base required by 12 in. (30.b cm), takes the placÄ of T in. (tZ.e cm) ot otiràr ""¡¡"""materials, and increases the K-value sufficiently to justify a 1- or 2-in. (2.5- to 5.1-cm)
reduction of PCC. This forms a working table for HMAC-

Solutions for Flexibte Pavements

1. Determination of PVR is the same as for rigid pavements
2. Reduction of PVR is the same as for rigid pavements
3. Modification of tensile strengths of subbasè materials

a. Modified tensile strength of HMAC or black base = 200 x 1.6 ls1 for 4-in.(iO.Z*cm) layerl + ¿0.¡e = ?.1 psi (¿g tpa).
b. Modified tensile strength for lime-stabilized subgrade = 1b x 1.7 [S. for ?-in.(tZ.s-cm) layerl = z5 pìi ( 1?2 kpÐ.

4. Determination of subbase thicknesses and K-values

a. Enter a DVN of 2.2 on the abscissa of Figure 3 and read the thickness of 21.bin. (54.6 cm) on the other abscissa scale.
b. On Figure 4, enter the maximum modified tensile strength of 2bpsi (fZZ fpa)

on the abscissa and 21.5 in. (S+.0 cm) on the ordinate and, at their intersec-
tion, read a reduction of 7.b in. (tg.t cm).

c. Depth of subbase = 14 in. Qt.s _ T.s) (3¡.6 cm).
d' Total depth of fiexible pavement (0) = Z¿ in. (Ot cm) and consists of 4 in.

(10.2 cm) of HMAC as a minimum-surface course.

rn summary, a section would consist of 4 in. (10.2 cm) of HMAC, B in. (?.6 cm) of
HMAC or black base material (suitable for.grade 1), 4 in. (ro.z ôm) of type A grade 1
crushed stone (suitable for grade 2), 7 in. (lZ.g cm)'of conventional limeãta¡itization(suitabie for grade 3), and o i". (t¡.2 cm)of semiconventionat time-trárl"¿ Àãfi*iã"¡r"
f9r grade 4). Æt materials used a total of 24 in. (61 

"r)ã"ããã underlaid with B0 in.(20.2 cm) of deep-pJ.ow lime-modified soil for volume change reduction, and would not
count as part of the pavement structure. A total of 33 in. (g¡.S cm) would have been
required if all layers had been constructed with materials of a low tensile strength.
The lime treatment eliminates a severe swelling problem, reduces required thiðkness
of subbase by 7.5 in. (19.1 cm), and takes the ptaãe ot r¡ in. (z¿ _ 11) i33 ";i;i;th*r.



subbase materials. This forms a workingtable for crushed stone and HMAC subbase t"år.

Example 2

The type of facility in example 2 is a six-lane divided highway that carries heavy traffic.
The conditions and requirements are given in Table 4.

Solutions for Rigid Pavements

1. Determination of the PVR is unnecessary because the PI is below 35 and the
pavement is not located in an arid region.

2. Reduction of the PVR is unnecessary.
3. Modification of tensile strengths of subbase materials

a. Modified tensile strength of HMAC = 250 x 1.3 [for3.5-in. (g.g-cm) layer] +

45.36 = 7.2 psi (¿g.Z t<pa).
b. Modified tensile strength for lime-stabilized subgrades = 10 x 1.7 [S, factor

for 7-in. (rZ.s-cm) Iayerl = 1? psi (ttz.¡ t<pa).

4, Determination of subbase thicknesses and K-values

a. Enter a DVN of 3 on the abscissa of Figure 3 and project it upward to read a
thickness of 19.5 in. (49.5 cm) on other abscissa.

b. Continue upward projection until the curving line for 0.25-in. (0.¡S-mm) pVn
is intersected. Then, project it horizontally to read a K-value of 250 on the
ordinate.

c. On Figure 4, enter the maximum tensile strength of 1? psi Ítl .Z kPa) on the
abscissa and 29.5 in. (10 + 1 9.5) ( t+.g cm) on the ordinãte and, at their inter-
section, read a reduction of 9.5 in. (Z¿.f cm).

d. Enter subbase depths of 19.5 in. (49.5 cm) and 10 in. (19.5 - g.s) (20.4 cm)
on the abscissa of Figure 1 and project them upward until the curved line for
a PVR of 0.25 in. (6.35 mm) is intersected. Then, project them horizontally
to read K-values of 250 and 380 respectively on ordinate.

e. Enter on Figure 5 stress in concrete, K-values foi lime-treated and untreated
subgrades, wheel load, and modulus E of concrete. A PCC slab can be 0.5 in.
(t.¡ cm) thinner because of lime stabilization.

In summary, a sectÍonwould consist of 10 ln. (ZO.+ cm) of PCC, 3 in. (Z.O cm) of
asphalt concrete, and ? in. (fZ.g cm) of conventional lime stabitization. The totat is
20 in. (50.8 cm). The lime treatment reduces the required thickness of subbase by
9.5 in. (24.1 cm), takes the place of ? in. (1?.8 cm) of other subbase materials, and
increases the K-vaLue sufficiently to decrease the thickness of PCC by approximately
0.5 in. (t.¡ cm). This forms the working tabte for HMAC.

Solutions for Flexible Pavements

Determination of PVR is unnecessary.
Reduction of PVR is unnecessary.
Modification of tensile strength of subbase materials

a. Modified tensile strength for HMAC or black base = 250 x 2.15 [St for 4.5-in.
(tt.¿-cm) Iayerl + 45.36 = 12.4 psi (85.6 kPa).

b. Modified tensile strength of lime-stabilized subgrade = 10 x 2 [S, for >8 in.
(=zo.s cm)l = 2o psi (r¡e kpa).

1.
2.
3.
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4. Determination of subbase thicknesses

a. Enter DVN of 3 on the abscissa of Figure 3 and read the thickness of 19.5 in.
(4g.0 cm) on other abscissa.

b. On Figure 4, enter maximum tensile strength of 20 psi (f ¡Z.S tpa) on the
abscissa aná tg.S in. (49.5 cm) onthe ordinate and, at their intersection,
read a reduetion of 6.5 in. (tO.¡ cm).

c. Depth of subbase = 13 in. (fs.s - o.s) (¡¡ cm).
d. Toial depth (O) = ZS in. (¡4.+ cm) and consists of a minimum of 4.5 in. (11.4

cm) of HMAC surface course.

Insummary, a sectionwould consist of 4.5 in. (11.4 cm) of HMAC'.4 in. (10.2 cm) of
HMAC or biack base material (suitable for grade 1), 6 in. (t¡.2 cm) of A grade 1

crushed stone (suitable for grade 2), and I in. (22.9 cm) of conventional lime stabiliza-
iio" ii"ól"Oing 3 in. (?.0 cm) of graáe 31. This section totals 23.5 in. (59.1 cm). A
totat of 31 in. (?8.? cm) woutd have been required if all layers had been constructed
with materials of low tensile strengths. The lime treatment reduces the.required thick-
ness of subbase by 6.5 in. (16.5 cm) and takes the place of I in. (22.9 cm) of other sub-
base materials. This forms aworking table for placing and compacting crushed stone
subbase.

QUALITY OF SUBBASES

euality of the subbase depends on the position in which the subbase is to be placed and

the amount of traTfic anticipated during the life of the pavement.
Untreated ftexible base materials should not contain more than 25 percent of

-0.005-mm sizes in the -No. 40 material if they are placed below a slab pavement made

of pCC or HMAC; otherwise, pumping is a distinct possibility. This prerequisite is
not necessary for layers placed below the main subbase. Untreated flexible base ma-
terials are not reco*-enãed for the subbase if traffic is heavy (fa¡te t).

HMACblackbase grades L, 2, ænd,3 (4!-) will make satisfactory subbases for all
types of pavements and traJfic conditions.

Soil-asphalt criteria of 35 psi (Z¿t t<pa) are based on another leport (4). Soil-as¡hatt
mixtures åre not to be used in high rainfall areas or at great depths because of difficul-
ties encountered during aeration of moisture and volatiles.

Two strength criteria are given in Tâble 1 for soil-cement mixtures tested in ac-
cordance witñ tex-120-E (2) ánd moist cured for ? days (2). The high value of 650 psi
( ++gf kpa) is required forThe mix used for a sublayer directly below PCC or HMAC
that will be subjected to heavy.traffic'

Lime stabiliàation (tabte 1) is recommended for subbases for all grades except grade

1 because damage occurs from heavy traffic before sufficient curing can provide ade-
quate strengths. The strength referued to for grades 1, 2, and 3 of the subbases in
iable 1 is based on 18 days of moist curing at room temperature, and tests are per-
formed in accordance with Tex-121-E (2).

Both external and internal drainage lhould be considered when subbases are con-

structed because water should not collect under the pavement. The chances of building
a good dense subbase on weak soils is remote unless some sort of working table is es-
ta¡nsfre¿. Lime or cement can play an important part as the lower portion of subbase.

Deep-plow time stabilization can be useful in reducing PVR (see example 1). Fxcessive
volu-mã change of the subgrade makes it difficuit for any pavement or subbase to serve
satisfactorily. Therefore, this subject is discussed in the nexi section.

POTENTIAL VERTIiAL RISE

pVR expresses the danger of movement or heaving due to the swelling characteristics
of subgiade soits. Sometimes estimated PVR movements may not occur until the proj-



ect has gone through a rigorous cycle of drying and wetting. This maximo- "r"r" 
*l

or may not occur for many years, and, although the potential movement rvas always
p"e"er.t, intermittent cycles may destroy the pavement before the maximum movement
is ever achieved. PVR does not have to represent an accurate estimate of vertical rise
for it to be a useful troublê indicator. When PVR is greater than 0.5 to 1 in. (t'g to Z.S+

"*1, 
tit""u is Janger of roughness developing atong the pavement surface (5,8). 

.H".?"-
ing subgrades need attention before placement of pavement. Since PVR will locate the
tayer oi layers from which heaving can take place, it is also a useful tool for identify-
ing which layer or layers to treat to counteract such movement'

The following is a short-cut method for estimating PVR for design pu{poses. A
more accurate method can be obtained by use of Tex-124-E (2).

1. Determine the thickness moisture content and PIof all subgrade soil layers within
about 20 ft (6.1 m) below the grade line. If the PI is below 35 for all layers, it may be

assumed that PVR will be <0.5 in. ( f .¡ cm) unless the project is located in an arid re-
gionwith an average annual rainîalt of less than 20 in. (50.8 cm). In this case, a PI
of 30 rather than 35 is critical.

2, Tabulate all data such as PI, moisture content, and color for various layers so

that soil layers can possibly be matched for PI and moisture.
3. For each layer having uniform PI and moisture content, enter the PI on the ab-

scissa of Figure 1 and extend it vertically until one of the three curves is intersected.
The top curve is for dry conditions, the lower curve is for moist conditions, and the
middte curve is for average conditions ranging between the two curves' Extend a line
from the above point horizontally until a reading for percentage of volumetric swell is
obtained on the ordinate. For design purposes, where moisture conditions at the time
of paving are unknown, the average curve in Figure 1 may be used. This will eliminate
the need for preliminary moisture studies.

4. Divide the thicknôss of layer in feet by 1.15 and enter this value and the weight of
pavement lusuatly 1.5 psi ( 10.4 kPa)] on the abscissa of Figure 2 and extend it vertically
until the line for the párcentage of volumetric swell found in step 3 is intercepted. Read
pVR values on the oriinate. The difference between these two PVR values represents
the pvR value for the layer in question. Repeat procedure for all layers.

5. Total all PVR values found in step 4. This represents the PVR value to use in
design (rigure 3).

trVhen it has been determined that an excessive volume change condition exists, the prob-
lem of what to do about it must be dealt with. This is more easily done by determining
the magnitude of the PVR values for each layer. The treatment to be used much de-
pends on whether anticipated movements are e4pected to emanate from a thin, upper
ãry layer or from thick layers extending to great depths. When the source and mag-
nitude-of estimated movements are known, the following actions can be taken to dimin-
ish pavement roughness due to volume change.

1. Sometimes, grade lines can be changed or soil selection made so that move-
ments due to volume change are diminished.

2, If a thin, upper drylayer exists, moisture may be altered by recompacting at
higher moisture contents.

3. ff anticipated movements stem from deep strata of swelling clays, the severity
of movement may be reduced by ponding, deep-plow lime stabilization, lime slurry in-
jection, or a combination of all of these. Ponding and lime slurry injection probably
are not economically feasible on rural roads with light traffic.

4. In any of the preceding actions or any combination of them, drying thguld be re-
strieted by membranes or preferably by layers of granular materials or stabilized
soils. The stabilized soils and granular materials have the advantage of providing
working tables. These layers should be extended under shoulders and to the ditch lines
in mosi sections except for fills higher than 5 ft (1.5 m). Lime stabilization has proved
satisfactory for this purpose because construction can proceed, and drying out much of
the moisture from poìAing will not be necessary. Removal of too much of the ponding
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Figure 6. Load versus percentage of volumetric swelling

Figure 7, Moisture change versus free volume change.
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moisture will defeat the purpose of ponding, which is to reduce swelling.
5. The surface water should not be allowed to percolate into the subgrade of the

completed highway. Use of an impermeable surface course base and subbase will heip
accomplish this. Highly permeable layers should not be placed next to swelling sub-
grade soils because this will cause swelling cycles to continue throughout the life of the
pavement and because the subgrade will lose practically all of its supporting power.

DESIRED MOISTURE CONTENTS FOR SWELLING CLAYS
BELOW PAVEMENTS

The desired moisture content for swelling soils below pavements is defined as the con-
dition of the subgrade soil at which it will be susceptible to low amounts of volumetric
swell and, at the same time, will have adequate bearing po.wer to support the usual
loads imposed on it. Moisture content will vary as the characteristics of the soil vary
and also as the restraint from variation in depths of overburden varies. To solve the
problem by the following method requires that soil samples be obtained at various depths
and that tests on soil constants be performed on these samples.

1. Enter the PI on the abscissa of Figure 1 and project it upward until it intersects
with the line for average conditions. Then project it horizontally and read the percent-
age of volumetric change on the ordinate.

2. On Figure 6, plot the value of volume change obtained in step 1 versus a load of
1 psi (6.9 kPa) for identification of the family swell curve or multiply the value from
step 1 by 1.07 and add 2.6 to determine the family member curve.

3. Determine the load in psi for ihe depth in question. Usually, the depth divided
by 1.15 plus weight of pavement will give a fairly accurate value of the load in psi.

4. Oì tr'lgure 6, plot the load in psi (from step 3) on the famity swell curve (from
step 2) and the load õf the pavement, usually 1 to 2 psi (O.g to 13.8 kPa), on the same
family svrell curve. The difference in the ordinate readings represents the reduction
in voltr.metric swell due to surcharge weight.

5. On Figure 7, enter a value on the abscissa equal to 0.47LL + 2 and project it
upward until the curve representing the proper shrinkage limit or shrinkage ratio is
intercepted. Project it horizontally until a value on the ordinate is obtained and sub-
tract the value found in step 4. From this point on the ordinate, project it horizontally
until the same curve for shrinkage limit or shrinkage ratio is intercepted. Then, pro-
ject it downward to the abscissa and read the percentage of moisfure desired.
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